A novel three-dimensional integrated guidance and control (3D-IGC) approach is developed for sliding-to-turn (STT) missile, which achieves an asymptotic tracking performance with various disturbances. First, a nonlinear state-space model is established to design the 3D-IGC law. Then, a control approach based on the improved robust integral of the sign of error (RISE) is proposed to guarantee both the angle and angular rates of the look of sight (LOS) to be tightly tracked. In addition, a novel error transformation is introduced so as to transmit the mismatched modeling uncertainties to control input channel. Then, the improved RISE can handle both mismatched and matched modeling uncertainties together in the design of the controller. The closed-loop system stability and the convergence characteristic are rigorously proved via Lyapunov theory. Finally, the extensive contrast simulations are implemented to demonstrate the effectiveness and robustness of the proposed control strategy.
I. INTRODUCTION
The classical separated design of guidance and control system has been a successful industrial application method, but the integrated guidance and control (IGC) design methodology makes a better performance than the classical one. The IGC has many superiorities, such as improving performance, reducing implementation cost and maximizing the adjustability of missile. It was proposed for the first time by Williams et al. [1] The IGC views the guidance subsystem and control subsystem as a whole and directly generates the fin deflection commands according to the states of the missile and relative information between the missile and target to drive the missile to intercept the target [2] . Therefore, the synergistic relationships between the guidance and control subsystem can be fully exploited to optimize the performance of the overall system.
Various control methods have been adopted in IGC design, such as θ − D method [3] , game theory [4] , trajectory linearization control [5] , small gain theorem [6] , high-order sliding mode control [7] , backstepping [8] and so on. And some important issues have been studied in IGC design, such as target maneuver [9] , two or three dimensional (3D)
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IGC design [10] , [11] , input saturation [12] , [13] , modeling uncertainty [14] , impact angle constraint [15] and so on. We find that the missile guidance and control systems are inevitably subject to multiple nonlinear uncertainties. The extended state observation (ESO) is the common method to estimate the uncertainties, then estimators are compensated in the controller design of IGC [16] . But it can only ensure the trajectory tracking error to be bounded considering the nonlinear uncertainties. An asymptotic tracking performance cannot be achieved under this method. To obtain excellent asymptotic tracking performance with multiple nonlinear uncertainties, a nonlinear robust control strategy called RISE was proposed [17] . It has been successfully employed to cope with the tracking control problem of motor servo system [18] , quadrotor unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) [19] , helicopter system [20] and so on.
It can be noticed that all these RISE-based control methods were only applicable for systems with matched modeling uncertainties. It is difficult for RISE-based control methods to be applied to the IGC system with both mismatched and matched uncertainties. D. Ba et al. [21] makes it possible by creatively introducing a new error variable to the traditional RISE. Then the mismatched modeling uncertainty can be transmitted to the control input channel, and the novel controller can handle it together with matched modeling uncertainty. Moreover, a more detailed derivation is shown in [22] , and it has been successfully employed to helicopter system. However, RISE-based control method has hardly been applied to IGC.
When it comes to both mismatched and matched uncertainties in 3D-IGC, most control methods can only achieve bounded tracking convergence. In this paper, in order to achieve the asymptotic tracking performance, a novel controller based on improved RISEs in series is developed for a STT missile. The desired flight command is obtained from an uncontrolled trajectory to guarantee both tight tracking and hitting target. Then a controller based on two improved RISEs is designed to achieve asymptotic tracking performance. The robustness of controller is demonstrated by numerical simulations. The main contributions are summarized as follows: (1) The traditional RISE has the phenomenon of high frequency oscillation. To eliminate such high frequency oscillation, a standard signum function in traditional RISE is replaced by linear saturation function. And the rigor of the theoretical proof has been deduced and asymptotic tracking performance is also guaranteed. (2) A derivative of virtual command must be obtained to handle the nonlinear system with both mismatched and matched modeling uncertainties [21] , [22] , but for a spinning system in IGC, it is hard to be obtained. A first-order low-pass filter has been introduced to estimate the derivative in a simple way. Then a new theoretical derivative is presented. (3) Due to the phenomenon of high frequency oscillation in the traditional RISE, it is hard to design a perfect controller with two RISEs in series. Thanks to the first two contributions, we made it possible and successfully applied it in the IGC. Moreover, an unexpected good result was achieved in the numerical simulations. (4) An error control surface includes both angle and angular rates of LOS were introduced into RISE to ensure tight tracking of both two state variables simultaneously.
The remaining of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 present a 3D IGC model and design goals. In section 3, the design process and stability analysis of controller are demonstrated. Numerical simulations are implemented to justify the performance of the proposed controller in section 4. Finally, Conclusions are given in section 5.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this part, a novel 3D IGC model based on Coriolis theorem is introduced without assuming that the angle between line of sight and missile velocity is small or almost constant [23] , [24] . Then, the design objectives of this paper are demonstrated.
A. 3D IGC MODEL
The 3D engagement geometry is shown in Figure 1 . The 3D IGC model for STT missile are given by [24]       ẋ where the system states of (1) is given by: 2 and d 3 are the mismatched uncertainties, d 4 is the matched uncertainty. The remaining functions are shown as follows:
Definitions of symbols can be found in Appendix A. Assumption 1: The uncertainties, d 2 , d 3 and d 4 ,are unknown but bounded. Those are differentiable with respect to time and the first-time derivatives of them are bounded.
Assumption 2: The state vectors x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , x 4 and θ can be measured.
B. THE DESIGN OBJECTIVES OF THIS PAPER
In this study, the main goals for the design of the 3D IGC law are expressed as follows:
(1) To intercept a ground fixed target with small missing distance with the help of desired flight command;
(2) To ensure the tight tracking of desired flight command in the whole trajectory;
(3) To ensure the value of velocity bank angle near zero throughout the engagement;
(4) To be robust to the unknown inevitable uncertainties existing in the missile dynamics.
III. 3D-IGC LAW DESIGN AND STABILITY ANALYSIS
The 3D-IGC model, shown in equation (1), is a fourth-order nonlinear system for STT missile, in which the first secondorder system is a two-dimensional second-order system, and the last second-order system is a three-dimensional secondorder system. For the difference in the dimension of state variables of the two second-order systems, it is impossible to design a controller at one time.
In this section, two controllers combined with backstepping are designed to meet the preceding four design objectives. The first controller designed by the first twodimensional second-order system is an improved RISE, whose purpose is to obtain a virtual control command x * 3d from the desired flight command x 1d and x 2d . And the second controller designed by the last three-dimensional secondorder system is another different improved RISE, whose purpose is to obtain a real control command u from the virtual control command x * 3d .
A. THE VIRTUAL CONTROL COMMAND DESIGN
For hitting a target, the parallel approaching method has been proved to be successful by many literatures. Describing it in a mathematical language is that the real-time states of LOS elevation angular rateq 1 and azimuth angular rateq 2 should be controlled to meet the desired command in the whole trajectory. Commonly the desired command is zero. Now a terrible situation, where there are big errors between the realtime states and the desired control command at the initial time, would result in a large amount of control commands. Moreover, the terrible situation could even destroy the normal flight of missile.
To intercept a ground fixed target with small missing distance in a more secure way, we expect the missile can tightly track the desired flight command in the whole trajectory. The desired flight command can be obtained from the ideal uncontrolled trajectory simulated by computer in advance. The control objective of this research is summarized as
The detailed control design procedure is given as follows:
Step1: In order to make the state vectors x 1 and x 2 , respectively, tightly track the desired flight command simultaneously, an error surface is defined as follow
where c is positive coefficient matrix to be tuned; x 1d and x 2d , respectively, are the desired flight commands for state vectors x 1 and x 2 . Noting (3), we can find when the error surface s is controlled to be zero, the control objective in (2) can be achieved. An error variable, used to record error between error surface s and its desired value s d , is defined as
Noting (3) and (4), the time derivative of z 11 can be given bẏ
Step2: In the terminal trajectory, as the missile approaches the target, the relative distance R decreases rapidly. Noting (1), the time derivatives ofẋ 1 andẋ 2 will change dramatically. So there will be a certain errors in obtainingẋ 1d andẋ 2d directly from x 1d and x 2d by (1), which will affect the design of the controller. Let x 1d and x 2d , respectively, pass through the following first-order low-pass filter, where τ 11 and τ 12 are the matrix of time constant.
Then, the approximate derivative of x 1d and x 2d , denotedẋ 1c andẋ 2c , can be obtained. The time derivative of z 11 in (5) can be rewritten aṡ
where
Define a switching function as r =ż 11 + k 11 z 11 (8) where, k 11 > 0 is a feedback gain to be tuned. Substituting (1) and (7) into (8) yields
Assumption 3: The new disturbance 1 (t) has bounded time derivatives up to the second order, i.e.,
where δ 11 and δ 12 are known positive constant matrix. Hence, based on (9), the continuous integral robust control law is synthesized as
where k r1 is a position feedback control gain, u a1 is the model-based feed forward compensation term to achieve tracking performance improvement, and u s1 is the robust control law in which u s11 is a linear feedback term to stabilize the nominal integrated guidance and control system and u s12 is a nonlinear robust term to overcome the modeling uncertainty. z 11 (0) is the value of z 11 in the initial time. This term is used to ensure that u (0) = 0.
Applying the designed control input (11) into (9), the switching function r can be given by
To handle the modeling uncertainty, the nonlinear robust control law u s12 is designed as the following integral robust structure in a traditional method [17] 
where β 1 is a positive control gain; sign (z 11 ) is the standard signum function with respect to z 11 . We find that the standard signum function will cause the phenomenon of high frequency oscillation at both the virtual control command x * 3d and the state vectors x 1 and x 2 when the error variable z 11 approaches a certain small value. It is harmful for the canard control system to track the high frequency oscillation command. To overcome this problem, a linear saturation function sat (z, d) is used to replace the standard signum function sign (z 11 ) in this research. The linear saturation function sat (z, d) is given as
where, d is the threshold of z. Then, the nonlinear robust control law u s12 can be redesigned as
The nonlinear robust term u s12 redesigned in (15) can also compensate for the modeling uncertainties through proper selection of the control gains, and the asymptotic tracking can be proven via the synthesis of an appropriate stability argument. The following lemma and performance theorem will give an affirmative answer for this expectation. Assumption 4: When the relative distance R between the missile and target is small, the state variables will change sharply. And a big error control command will occur, which will destroy the normal flight of missile. To avoid this problem, we design that the control command is zero when the relative distance R is smaller than a constant relative distance R 0 .
Remark 1: Unlike the traditional way to design RISE as a controller [17] , there are two improvements in this research. One is that it eliminates the assumption that the desired flight command needs to be differentiable by introducing a first-order low-pass filter to the traditional RISE. The other one is that it eliminates the phenomenon of high frequency oscillation by replacing standard signum function sign z with linear saturation function sat (z, d)
To facilitate the subsequent stability analysis, noting (8), (12) and (15), we can geṫ
Before presenting the stability analysis, we state the following lemma which will be invoked later. Lemma 1: Let an auxiliary function L 1 (t) be defined as follows:
if gain β 1 is selected to satisfy the following sufficient condition:
then, the following defined function P 1 (t) is always positive:
where P 1 (0) = 2 max |z 11 | δ 11 + β 1 . Proof: Seeing Appendix A. Theorem 1: Defining a Lyapunov function as
Then, the time derivative of V 1 (t) satisfies the following inequalitiesV
where the matrix 1 defined below is position definite
λ min ( 1 ) is the minimal eigenvalue of matrix 1 . If the gain β 1 is selected to satisfy the condition (18) and the feedback gains k 11 and k 12 are chosen large enough, the matrix 1 can be position definite. Hence, V 1 ∈ L ∞ and 1 ∈ L 2 the signal z 11 and r are bounded. The system state vectors x 1 and x 2 can be inferred to be bounded. Hence, the virtual control command x * 3 d is also bounded; the boundedness of the time derivative of the function 1 can be concluded, which indicates 1 is a uniformly continuous function. According to Barbalat's lemma [25] , it can be inferred that 1 → 0 as t → ∞. Then the first two-dimensional second-order closed-loop system signals can be guaranteed to be bounded by the proposed continuous integral robust controller (11) , and asymptotic output tracking can also be achieved, i.e., 11 z 11 → 0 as t → ∞.
Proof: Seeing Appendix C. Remark 2: The theoretical results in Theorem 1 indicate that asymptotic output tracking performance can be obtained for the first two-dimensional second-order closed-loop system in the presence of matched modeling uncertainties with the proposed controller. In other words, the control objective of this research shown in (2) can be achieved in the first two-dimensional second-order closed-loop system. And it is helpful to design the second controller for the boundedness of virtual control command x * 3 d
B. THE REAL CONTROL COMMAND DESIGN
It is very difficult for traditional RISE to achieve asymptotic tracking for a second-order nonlinear system with both mismatched and matched modeling uncertainties. D.X.Ba [21] makes it possible by creatively introducing a new error variable to the traditional RISE. And a more detailed derivation is shown in [22] .
That the time derivative of a virtual control function contains the derivative of the coefficient matrix is needed in the improved RISE. For a non-spinning system [21] , [22] , the coefficient matrix is the constant matrix, and the time derivative of a virtual control function is easy to be obtained. But for a spinning system, just like in the last second-order nonlinear system, the coefficient matrix is the variable matrix, and the time derivative of a virtual control function is hard to be obtained. To deal with this issue, a first-order low-pass filter is introduced to estimate the time derivative of virtual control function, and the computational efficiency has been greatly improved.
The objective is to obtain a real control command u from the virtual control command x * 3d in this section. For STT missile, the roll dynamics are included in the IGC model and the roll channel of STT missile should be stabilized. In this research, the velocity bank angle γ v will be maintained near zero throughout the engagement. Therefore, the virtual control can be further given as follows
To avoid the interference of g 3 (x 3 ) in the following derivation, the last second-order nonlinear system in (1) can be rewritten as
where 4 .D 1 and D 2 , respectively, are mismatched uncertainties and matched uncertainties. Assumption 5: The uncertainties, D 1 and D 2 , are unknown but bounded. Those are differentiable with respect to time and the first-time derivatives of them are bounded.
The detailed control design procedure is given as follows.
Step1: An error variable is defined as
where y 1d = x 3d . Noting (24) and (25), we havė
whereẏ 1c is obtained by the first-order low-pass filter; ξ 21 = y 1c − y 1d . The first-order low-pass filter is designed as
where, τ 21 is the matrix of time constant. Noting (26), the virtual control y 2d can be written as
where, k 21 is a position feedback control gain. Substituting (28) into (26) yieldṡ
where z 22 = y 2 − y 2d . Noting (24) , the time derivative of z 22 can be written aṡ
whereẏ 2c is obtained by the first-order low-pass filter; ξ 22 = y 2c − y 2d . The first-order low-pass filter is designed as
where, τ 22 is the matrix of time constant.
Step2: Based on (30) and (31), the continuous integral robust control law is synthesized as
where k 22 , k r2 and β 2 are position feedback control gains; z 21 (0) is the value of z 21 in the initial time; sat (z 21 , d s2 ) defined in (14) is a linear saturation function.d s2 is the threshold. We replace the standard signum function sign (z) with the linear saturation function sat (z, d) to eliminate the phenomenon high frequency oscillation. Substituting (32) into (30) yieldṡ
we introduce a new error variable as ζ = z 22 
Assumption 6: The new disturbance 2 (t) has bounded time derivatives up to third order, i.e.,
where δ 21 , δ 22 and δ 23 are known positive constant matrix. Define an auxiliary variable as
then (36) can be rewritten aṡ
Before presenting the stability analysis, we state the following lemma which will be invoked later. Lemma 2: Let an auxiliary function L 2 (t) be defined as follows:
if gain β 2 is selected to satisfy the following sufficient condition:
then, the following defined function P 2 (t) is always positive: 
;
(45) λ min ( 2 ) is the minimal eigenvalue of matrix 2 If the gain β 2 is selected to satisfy the condition (41) and the feedback gain k 21 is chosen large enough, the matrix 2 can be position definite. Hence, V 2 ∈ L ∞ and 2 ∈ L 2 , the signal Z 21 , ζ and are bounded. The system state vectors X 3 and X 4 can be inferred to be bounded. Hence, the control command u is also bounded; the boundedness of the time derivative of the function 2 can be concluded, which indicates 2 2 is a uniformly continuous function. According to Barbalat's lemma [25] , it can be inferred that 2 → 0 as t → ∞ Then the last three-dimensional second-order closed-loop system signals can be guaranteed to be bounded by the proposed continuous integral robust controller(32), and the asymptotic output tracking can be also be achieved, i.e., z 21 → 0 as t → ∞.
Proof: Seeing Appendix E. Remark 3: The theoretical results in Theorem 2 indicate that asymptotic output tracking performance can be obtained for the last three-dimensional second-order closedloop system in the presence of both mismatched and matched modeling uncertainties with the proposed controller. The combination of first-order low-pass filter and RISE is first introduced to design a controller in the second-order nonlinear system with both mismatched and matched modeling uncertainties. Moreover, there is no need to assume that the desired command is smooth and differentiable, which all thanks to the perfect combination of the first-order low-pass filtering and RISE.
C. STABILITY ANALYSIS ON THE 3D IGC
Define the candidate Lyapunov function as
Noting (20), (21) ,(43) and (44), we havė
It is easy to prove that the 3D IGC can be guaranteed to be bounded by the proposed controller (11) and (32), and asymptotic output tracking can be also be achieved, i.e., z 11 → 0 as t → ∞.
IV. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
In this section, the 6DOF nonlinear numerical simulations are implemented to illustrate the performance of the proposed IGC law. The initial position coordinate vector of missile is set as x m (0) = 4000m, y m (0) = 10000m and z m (0) = 1000m in the inertial frame of reference. The speed, angle of attack, angle of sideslip, velocity bank angle, the pitch, yaw and roll rates, the flight path and heading angles at initial time are respectively set as V = 1500m/s, α (0) = 0rad, β (0) = 0rad, γ v (0) = 0.01rad, ω x (0) = 0.2rad/s, ω y (0) = 0.1rad/s, ω z (0) = 0.1rad/s, θ (0) = −5 * π/180rad, φ c (0) = 5 * π/180rad. The nominal parameters of the missile are displayed in Table 1 [24] . According to the initial conditions of missile and the parameters in the table, the ideal uncontrolled trajectory can be given by computer simulation. And the target position is took as the impact point of uncontrolled trajectory, the position coordinate vector of target is set as x t = 40208m, y t = 0m and z t = −2203m. The simulation step size h is 0.01s, and other control parameters are displayed in Table 2 . Noting Assumption 4, we choose the constant relative distance R 0 = 100m.
A. VERIFY THE EFFECTIVENESS OF LINEAR SATURATION FUNCTION
To eliminate the phenomenon of high frequency oscillation command, the standard signum function sign (z) has been replaced by a linear saturation function sat (z, d) in both (15) and (32). For simplicity, that the IGC laws uses standard signum function sign (z) is denoted as IGC-sign, and that the IGC laws uses linear saturation function sat (z, d) is denoted as IGC-sat. To compare the control performance of both IGC-sign and IGC-sat, the simulation results are shown in Figure 2 to Figure 7 . In Figure 2 , the curve and error of elevation angle q 1 of LOS are shown. Both of the two control methods can ensure the elevation angle q 1 of LOS converge to a neighborhood of desired command, and only the IGC-sign have a small divergence from desired command until the last instant of interception. Figure 3 shows the curve and error of elevation angle q 2 of LOS. As in Figure 3 , the desired command can be tracked by both IGC-sat and IGC-sign, while the IGC-sign shows the phenomenon of high frequency oscillation. The curves of fin deflections δ x , δ y and δ z are shown in Figure 4 , Figure 5 and Figure 6 . It is clear that the fin deflections of IGC-sat converge to a small neighborhood of zero in the whole trajectory except at the initial time. And the fin deflections of IGC-sign have the phenomenon of high frequency oscillation in the whole trajectory. The variation range of fin deflections are large under the IGC-sign. From Figure 2 to Figure 6 , we can draw that the IGC-sat have a better control performance than the IGC-sign, and IGC-sat can eliminate the phenomenon of high frequency oscillation and achieve a better tracking performance. In Figure 7 , the distance between missile and target of two methods are shown. Although the IGC-sat have a better control performance than the IGC-sign, the relative distance can be controlled to the neighborhood of zero by both two methods.
B. COMPARATIVE SIMULATION RESULTS
To evaluate the superiority of the proposed method in this research, that a traditional control method is designed by backstepping with ESO employed for comparison [23] . For simplicity, the proposed method designed by improved RISE in this research is denoted as IRISE, and the traditional control method is denoted as EBS. The comparative simulation results are shown in Figure 8 to Figure 12 . In Figure 8 , the curves of angle of LOS q 1 and q 2 are shown. The desired command can be tracked by both IRISE and EBS. And it is clear that the tracking performance under the EBS has a small certain tracking error in the end of trajectory. The curves of angular rates of LOSq 1 anḋ q 2 are shown in Figure 9 . As in Figure 9 , the angular rates can converge to the neighborhood of desired command under both two methods. And the EBS has a small divergence from desired command until the last instant of interception. The curves of fin deflections δ x , δ y and δ z are shown in Figure 10 , Figure 11 and Figure 12 As shown in Figure 10 and Figure 12 , the fin deflections of both δ x and δ z can converge to a small neighborhood of zero in the whole trajectory except at the initial time under both two methods. The fin deflections' peak value of EBS is large than IRISE. As in Figure 11 , the curve of fin deflection δ y under EBS has a phenomenon of high frequency oscillation. And the curve of fin deflection δ y under IRISE is a smooth one. From Figure 8 to Figure 12 , we can draw the conclusion that IRISE plays a better role in controlling missile to hit target than EBS.
C. MONTE CARLO SIMULATION RESULTS
To illustrate the robustness of the proposed IGC controller in the presence of system uncertainties, the actual missile parameters except g in Table 1 are generated through multiplying the corresponding nominal values by 1 + 0.1rand (−1, 1) , where the function rand (−1, 1) can get a random number between -1 and 1. And Monte Carlo simulations have been carried out for 100 times. The simulation results are shown in Figure 13 to Figure 17 . The command tracking errors at the end point of Monte Carlo simulations for each time are shown in Figure 13 and Figure 14 . As in Figure 13 and Figure 14 , the command tracking errors are small and a tight tracking performance has been achieved under the situation where the missile parameters are subject to perturbation in a certain range. In Figure 15 , it shows the flight trajectories of missile with Monte Carlo simulations for 100 times, but the curves just look like one trajectory in the full view, is it right? In Figure 17 , it displays the impact point errors between missile and target with Monte Carlo simulations for 100 times, but the trajectory of the impact points looks like a straight line, is it credible? The strange phenomena happened in Figure 15 and Figure 17 are right and credible. The example like children playing on the slide is introduced in Figure 18 to explain the two strange phenomena. We compare missiles in different flight parameters to children and desired flight command to slide. Whichever direction the children come from, they first gather at the starting point of the slide, then go through the same slide and land on the ground. The same as missiles, due to the different flight parameters, the missiles will disperse in a certain scope and then gather and fly along the same desired flight command trajectory. This process of dispersion and gather at the initial time can be seen from the local magnification of initial flight trajectories in Figure 16 . Because of flying along the same desired flight trajectory, the trajectories of missile with Monte Carlo simulations for 100 times just look like one trajectory in the full view.
Noting Assumption 4, we denote the point where the relative distance R is smaller than 100 m as an uncontrolled point. For flying along the same desired flight trajectory, the missile flight directions at the uncontrolled point are the same as that in 100 times' simulations. And the missile velocities at the uncontrolled point are different from the perturbation of the initial states. The same flight directions and the different flight velocities at the uncontrolled point will make the trajectory of the impact points a straight line. Theoretically, the angle ψ imp which is formed by the trajectory of the impact points and the x-axis in Figure 17 is equal to the desired command q end 2d at the uncontrolled point. In simulation, the angle ψ imp = 5.1105 • and q end 2d = 5.0592 • , it shows a high degree of consistency in simulation results and theoretical analysis. Moreover, the maximum missing distance between missile and target is 0.0343m in Figure 17 .
From the above analysis on simulation results, we can see that the control method proposed in this research can make a tight tracking of desired flight command and also achieve a small missing distance to hit the target. Moreover, the control commands of fin deflections are smooth and small. It is possible to achieve industry application for SST missile.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The 3D-IGC law is designed for an STT missile intercepting the ground fixed target with the consideration of both mismatched and matched modeling uncertainties in this research. The chief feature of this design is that a perfect controller with two improved RISEs in series is successfully employed into the IGC, which can achieve an asymptotic tracking. And a standard signum function sign (z) has been replaced by a linear saturation function sat (z, d) in the design of controller, which eliminates the phenomenon of high frequency oscillation and achieves a better tracking performance. Both theoretical analysis and numerical simulations are conducted to illustrate the effectiveness and the superiority of the proposed guidance law. That small missing distances are less than 0.0343m is obtained by Monte Carlo simulations for 100 times. As future works, it is interesting to consider other challenge of IGC system with the output feedback control of asymptotic tracking. Integrating the integrals on the right-hand side of (A1) by parts yields 
Using Assumption 3 and the sufficient condition (18) , it can be inferred from (A3) that the function P 1 (t) defined in (19) is always position.
Using Assumption 6 and the sufficient condition (41), it can be inferred from (C4) that the function P 2 (t) defined in (42) is always position.
APPENDIX E
Proof of Theorem 2: Noting (35),(38),(39),(42) and (43), the time derivative of V 2 (t) can be given bẏ
where z 2 = z 21 ζ T .
